1. Introduction

Human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use. Humans communicate with each other, intentionally or unintentionally, using various interpersonal communication modes such as static and dynamic full-body, limb, and hand gestures, facial expressions, speech and sounds, and haptics, just to name a few. It is natural to design human-computer interaction systems with which users can communicate using these interpersonal communication modes. To this end, multimodal human-computer interaction (MMHCI) systems are receiving increasing attention recently. An overview of the recent advances of MMHCI can be found in (Jaimes and Sebe, 2007). Our research mainly focuses on movement analysis based on visual and pressure sensing for movement based MMHCI, which read the movement of user(s), and respond accordingly through real-time visual and audio feedback. Such movement based MMHCI systems have immediate applications in a number of areas with significant impact on our daily lives, including biomedical, e.g. rehabilitation of stroke patients (Chen, et al., 2006), culture and arts, e.g. studying patterns and cues in complex dance performances, and interactive dance performances (Qian, et al., 2004), K-12 education, e.g. collaborative and embodied learning (Birchfield, et al., 2006), sports (e.g. analyzing and improving athletic performance based on weight distributions), and security (e.g. movement based smart surveillance systems), just to name a few.

Movement based MMHCI mainly deals with looking at dynamic characteristics of a person or a group of people such as joint angles, position of body parts, force and torque associated with limb movements, instantaneous velocity, acceleration and direction of body motion. In order to enable such a system to understand the user’s movement robustly and accurately, it is important to augment the user’s environment with novel sensors for accurate detection and estimation of the above movement qualities. It is worthy to understand that all the above movement qualities have underlying shape and/or effort attached which forms vital degrees of freedom for sensing modalities. Optical motion capture systems have become the obvious choice of researchers and technologists today for visual sensing of movement. However visual sensing alone is not sufficient for holistic
inference of human movement since it can comprehend only shapes e.g. joint angles, orientation of body parts associated with human movement and give no clue about effort. Also visual sensing suffers from occlusion. Haptic sensing such as pressure sensing becomes inevitable for the above reasons as it aids to understand and comprehend the motivation driven physical effort attached to every movement and thereby exploring the inherent nature of the human body as a powerful communication medium.

Taking all the above factors into account, multimodal movement based human computer interaction system has been envisioned using both the pressure sensing floor (haptic) and motion capture system (visual) in order to perform holistic human movement analysis. The motion capture system that we use is commercially available and has been purchased for our research. However the pressure sensing floor is an in-house system developed specifically to address the research problem which thereby forms the core focus of this chapter. In this chapter, we present the system level description of pressure sensing floor followed by a discussion on hardware and software developments. Then we discuss the design methodologies for integration of the floor system with the marker based motion capture system as a first step towards the creation of an integrated multimodal environment.

2. Problem Statement

Pressure sensing system design targeting human computer interaction applications should confirm to certain requirements. In order to meet the sensing needs of such an application several design challenges need to be overcome. Firstly, the pressure sensing system should have a large sensing area to allow for unconstrained movement in the capture space. Secondly, high sensor densities are required for precise pressure localization and detailed analysis of pressure patterns. Thirdly high frame rate and low sensing latency are indeed critical for real time human computer interaction to capture rapidly changing human activities. It is worth mentioning here that there is a performance trade off between frame rate/ sensing latency and sensing area/sensor densities. Large sensing area with high sensor densities results in large number of sensors for scanning and data acquisition thereby decreasing the maximum achievable frame rate and increasing the sensing latency. Hence the performance optimization of the pressure sensing system to ensure large sensing area, high sensor resolution at reasonably good frame rate and low sensing latency is a major challenge. Fourthly, in many cases, there are only few users and large portion of the sensing space is not active at all. So proper data compression scheme to avoid network congestion and effectively utilize the given bandwidth poses a challenge. Fifthly, smart sensing systems should be inevitably equipped with context aware capabilities to sense the state of the environment and users and make a perception regarding the context of the environment or the user. Reliable person location tracking by clustering and tracking of active disjoint floor regions forms a vital part of perceiving context and emerges as a major implementation challenge. Finally, to allow movement based human computer interaction using multiple communication channels, such as gesture, pose and pressure distributions, the pressure sensing floor needs to be integrable with other sensing modalities to create a smart multimodal environment. Fast and accurate alignment of floor sensing data in space and time with other sensing modalities is another challenge. Furthermore, a need exists for a
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Design of a modular and scalable system to allow for easy expansion and reconfiguration to suit external environments of different shapes and sizes.

In related prior work, various pressure sensing systems had been developed to capture and view pressure information associated with human movement across a floor. A detailed performance comparison study of those existing pressure sensing systems in terms of the above mentioned desired features are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance comparison table of existing pressure sensing systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor System</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sensing method</th>
<th>Sensing area (sq. ft)</th>
<th>Frame rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Sensor density (sensor/sq. ft)</th>
<th>Inter-val (s)</th>
<th>Number of users</th>
<th>Interactivity</th>
<th>Modular</th>
<th>Portable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIT Magic Carpet</td>
<td>MIT Media Lab</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Piezoelectric wires</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litefoot</td>
<td>University of Limerick, Ireland</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Optical proximity sensors</td>
<td>42.25</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORL Active Floor</td>
<td>Oracle Research Lab</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Load cells</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High resolution pressure sensor distributed floor</td>
<td>University of Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Binary switch</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-Tiles</td>
<td>University of Limerick &amp; MIT Media Lab</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor Sensor System</td>
<td>University of Southampton, UK</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Binary switch</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AME Floor I</td>
<td>Arizona State University</td>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AME Floor II</td>
<td>Arizona State University</td>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AME Floor III</td>
<td>Arizona State University</td>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ranking in each dimension (column) is color-coded such that the best system is in dark green, the second best in lighter green and the third in very light green. MIT magic carpet (Paradiso et al., 1997) and Litefoot (Griffith & Fernström, 1998) had fairly large sensing area and frame rate but were limited by poor sensor densities. ORL active floor (Addlesee et al., 1997) used load cells which lack the capability of detailed pressure measurement and cannot be used for applications requiring high sensor densities. High resolution pressure sensor distributed floor (Morishita et al., 2002) has the best sensor density so far but was a binary floor (poor data resolution) that just detects presence or absence of pressure and does not give any measurement of pressure values on an analog scale. Z-tiles floor space (Richardson et al., 2004) utilized a modular design, had high frame rate and data resolution but again suffers from low sensor density. Floor sensor system (Middleton et al., 2005) is a low cost design but again a binary floor with poor data resolution. Also most of the sensing systems except MIT magic carpet (Paradiso et al., 1997) were stand alone systems and lacked the capability to be integrated in a multimodal environment which is vital requirement for our application. In-shoe sensors (Paradiso et al., www.intechopen.com
have also been considered for force and pressure measurements but they have a limited scope of foot pressure measurement only. Also in-shoe systems tend to alter the subject’s pressure application due to foot orientations by close contact.

It is quite obvious that all the sensing systems listed above have at least one serious limitation rendering it unsuitable to meet our application goals. It is worth mentioning that two generations of pressure sensing floor systems were developed with very similar goals as ours at the Arts, Media and Engineering (AME) Program at Arizona State University, namely, AME Floor I (Kidané et al., 2004) and AME Floor II (Srinivasan et al., 2005) listed at the bottom of the table. It is apparent from the comparison table that the second generation did see pronounced feature improvements over the first generation. AME floor I (Kidané et al., 2004) was a smaller prototype floor with 256 force sensing resistors arranged in less dense sensor matrix. During tests (Kidané et al., 2004), it was found that there were large zones of no pressure detection during several activities. Also the scan rate was low deeming it unsuitable for real time human-computer interaction applications. These shortcomings were addressed by AME floor II (Srinivasan et al., 2005) with high sensor densities and high frame rate. Although AME Floor II (Srinivasan et al., 2005) showed significant advances and extended capabilities over AME floor I (Kidané et al., 2004), it covered only a fraction of the sensing area required for our application, showed high sensing latency and lacked user friendliness. Also it showed preliminary multimodal integrable capabilities in temporal domain only and not spatial domain.

To fully address these issues, we have developed an improved, ingenious and in-house pressure sensing floor system (AME Floor-III) described in this chapter and listed in the last row of Table 1. AME Floor-III system is characterized by large sensing area, higher frame rate, smaller latency, enhanced user friendliness, spatial and temporal integrability with motion capture system to create a multimodal environment, modular/scalable design thereby matching our ideal pressure sensing demands for real time movement based human computer interaction. Comparison with other systems reveals that our proposed system in this chapter ranks among the top three in most of the dimensions of the performance criteria. Although there are four systems with frame rates higher than ours, the sensing area and sensor resolutions of these systems are much lower than our system. This chapter is an extension of our previous paper (Rangarajan, et al, 2007a) based on (Rangarajan, 2007b).

3. Pressure Sensing Floor Overview

This section provides essential information on pressure sensors, modular design approach used in building the large area pressure sensing floor. Later this section dives in deeper to explain the specifics of the embedded floor hardware and floor control software. Floor control hardware used in AME Floor-II (Srinivasan et al., 2005) has been retained in AME Floor-III but however the microcontroller firmware has been optimized to achieve high frame rate and reduced latency. Hardware overview given in this section creates a solid foundation to explain the optimization techniques in section 4.

3.1 Pressure Sensors: Force Sensing Resistors

Force sensing resistors have been used as individual sensor entities for AME Floor-III system. They are made up of pressure sensitive polymer between conductive traces on sheets of Mylar. As the name implies, these sensors exhibit a change in resistance when
pressure or force is applied on them. The value of resistance is of the order of mega ohms under no pressure and drops to few kilo ohms when pressure is applied. Each pressure sensor element has an approximate sensing area of 6 mm x 6 mm and measure 10 mm x 10 mm including the non-sensing area. Such a small size paves way for dense aggregation of sensors in the sensing space thereby resulting in higher sensor densities. It is important to note that the force sensing resistors does not give very accurate measurements of pressure or force applied as there may be 15% to 20% variation between each other. Also they suffer from a property called creep or drift where the measured resistance values tend to slowly vary when subjected to constant pressure over a long period of time thereby inducing an error in pressure measurements. However force sensing resistors can be used very effectively for relative pressure measurements and acquiring pressure distribution data which serves the purpose of wide variety of applications such as medicine for diagnosis of various gait pathologies, automotive, robotics and interactive arts applications.

3.2 Pressure Sensing Mat
Force sensing resistors are generally available in several shapes and sizes like sensor pads, two dimensional sensor array matrix, continuous force sensing strips or several other forms depending on the application. Pressure sensing mat is a dense aggregation of force sensing resistors forming a two dimensional sensor array matrix. Tekscan 5315 pressure mat

Fig. 1. Sub-floor steel framework (top left), surface floor wooden framework (top right), Complete view of AME Floor-III after assembly (bottom).
consisting of 2016 force sensing resistors arranged in a grid of 42 rows x 48 columns have been used for AME Floor-III design. The dimension of each pressure mat is approximately 62 cm x 53 cm with an active area of 48.8 cm x 42.7 cm. The sensor mat is rated at 30 pounds per square inch (PSI). There are 2016 sensors in an active area of 322.98 square inch giving sensor densities of about 6.25 sensors/square inch.

3.3 Pressure Sensing Panel
Pressure sensing panel is constructed with eight such pressure sensing mats (Srinivasan, P., 2006). Eight Tekscan-5315 mats are arranged in 4 rows x 2 columns mounted on a wooden floor frame as shown in Fig. 1 (top right). Each pressure sensing mat has a non-sensing zone at the borders surrounding the active area. The pressure sensing mats are so laid and affixed on the floor panel in such a way that the active area of one mat overlaps the inactive area of another thereby avoiding such inactive zones (Srinivasan, P., 2006). Each pressure sensing mat has a connection tab where the pressure data of all the sensors collectively arrive. This connection tab passes through a slit on the front side of the panel and is back-folded to interface with hardware control board. Thus each panel has eight hardware control boards (one for each pressure sensing mat) mounted on the back side.

![Fig. 2. Floor System overview and related network architecture](www.intechopen.com)
3.4 Large Area Pressure Floor

AME Floor-III is constructed by assembling 12 such pressure sensing panels (explained above) in 3 x 4 panel matrix. Thus the entire floor consists of a total of 96 networked pressure sensing mats assembled in 12 rows x 8 columns as shown in Fig. 2 and spanning a total sensing area of 180 square feet (15 feet x 12 feet). Such a modular design ensures large sensing area while still maintaining smaller frames for ease of use and installation. Also modularity in design paves way for creation of floor of different shapes and sizes (walkways, dance floor) and easy reconfiguration to suit external environments. The related network architecture used in AME Floor-III is illustrated in Fig. 2. All the 96 pressure sensing units are assigned static IP addresses and they form a local private network. Each and every pressure sensing unit has an associated hardware control board with an ethernet interface. There are two layers of network switches as shown in the Fig. 2. Multiple switches in multiple layers are deployed to share the network load and ensure sufficient leeway so that network switches are not operating to its rated full capacity which in turn increases performance and life time. All the twelve pressure units in one column are connected to a single fast ethernet switch on the first layer by means of ethernet cables. In a similar fashion, all pressure sensing units in 8 columns communicate with the fast ethernet network switch of their respective columns. The output port of eight fast ethernet switches is wired to the gigabit switch on the second layer. The output of the gigabit switch communicates with the host computer running the floor control software viz. Floor Control and Visualization Engine (FCAVE). FCAVE collects the pressure data arriving from 96 different IP’s on 96 different ports and uses the source IP to identify and index the pressure data pertaining to different mats. The software further assembles all the 96 data packets (arriving from 96 mats) based on their location to create one large floor packet for each frame and sends it out to a multicast network. By this arrangement several ends users listening to the multicast network get access to the pressure data.

The mechanical design and installation of AME Floor-III is implemented in three layers namely the sub floor framework, surface floor (shown in Fig 1) and marley layer. The sub floor framework forming the bottom most layer is constructed using long steel rails welded to form a grid like structure and mounted on wooden blocks. This layer serves as a raised pedestal for the entire floor giving an elevation of approximately 4 inches above ground and provides the required spring and resilience to prevent injuries due to user activity like falling, jumping etc. Also such a raised installation paves way for all the necessary interconnect, ethernet wiring, power distribution and cabling to be housed beneath the floor in a neat and coherent fashion. The surface floor is made of a solid wooden framework and made to rest on the sub-floor layer. This layer forms the solid rigid structure supporting the users on the floor system. The pressure sensing mats and the hardware control circuitry for data collection are affixed to the surface floor structure on the frontal and dorsal side respectively. The third and the topmost layer is sheet of marley which is a vinyl surface, covering the entire area of the floor. The marley serves two main purposes. Firstly it aids in protection of the sensor matrix which are easily susceptible to damage by sharp and pointed objects and thereby increasing the longevity of the sensors. Secondly, it provides the necessary friction and contact grip for the subjects thereby preventing slips and fall injuries. Marley surface is generally preferred over standard wood or tiled surface structures for better movement control and less slipperiness.
3.5 Floor Control Hardware

The hardware control circuitry used in AME Floor–II (Srinivasan, P., 2006) has been retained in AME Floor–III but the microcontroller firmware has been optimized in AME Floor–III to achieve a higher frame rate. The floor hardware (Srinivasan, P., 2006) comprises of microcontroller, multiplexers, A/D converter and ethernet enabled rabbit controller which are all wired together on a hardware control board and collectively termed as ‘mat based controller’. The block diagram of the floor hardware (Srinivasan, P., 2006) is shown in Fig 3.

![Fig. 3. System level block diagram of the mat-based controller](image)

The microcontroller (PIC18F6585) forms the heart of the mat-based controller which generates the timing and control signals for all the components on the hardware control board to coordinate and sequence their operation of scanning sensors and reading pressure values. It has programmable capabilities to synchronize the sensor scan based on an internal timer or from an external clock signal. The latter has been currently implemented whereby the scan of all 2016 sensors on a single mat are synchronized with the external clock from the motion capture system. This implementation paves way for temporal synchronization of AME Floor–III and motion capture system for multimodal sensing. At the onset of falling edge of the synchronization clock, the microcontroller initiates a sequential scanning process of 2016 sensors arranged in 42 x 48 matrix. The pressure sensors (force sensing resistors) indicate a change in resistance when pressure is applied. This change in resistance is converted to a proportional analog voltage by a simple resistor divider network. Signal multiplexing has been implemented using a bank of six CD74HC4067 16-to-1 multiplexers.
to read the pressure voltage signals. Three multiplexers are used for the row lines and three for the column lines of the sensor matrix and each input line of the multiplexer is wired to a single pressure sensor output. The microcontroller streams out the multiplexer selects signals in a sequence to read the pressure values from sensor 1 to sensor 2016 one at a time. A bunch of gain control operational amplifiers follows the multiplexers which performs the necessary amplification and signal conditioning of the analog voltage. The outputs of the operational amplifiers are fed to a high speed ADC0820 converter which converts the sensed analog voltage to 8 bit digital pressure value on the reception of the read/start-conversion signal from the microcontroller. Digitized pressure data is transferred to RCM3200 module (Rabbit controller) through an input port after interrupt enabled handshaking signals with the microcontroller. The RCM3200 module contains Rabbit 3000 processor running at 44.2 MHz and 10/100 Base-T Ethernet connectivity. It is worth mentioning again that the multiplexer select signals, ADC read signal and rabbit interrupt signals are all generated by the microcontroller which are the major control signals used to synchronize/sequence the operation of the components on the hardware control board. Rabbit units are assigned unique static IP addresses. The Rabbit module collects 8 bit digital pressure data of all 2016 sensors and assembles them to create a pressure packet pertaining to that mat. It attaches a frame number at the end of each pressure packet and sends it out onto the network to the host computer running the floor control software through an array of switches. The host computer software listens to the IP addresses and port numbers to which the rabbit has been programmed to send the pressure data thereby collecting pressure data for further processing.

3.6 Floor Control and Visualization Engine (FCAVE)

Floor Control and Visualization Engine (FCAVE) software developed at the host computer has an interactive graphical user interface with various control buttons and indicators (Fig. 4) and it is programmed to respond dynamically to user input. This software receives the raw pressure data packet for each mat separately, assembles the data of all 96 mats, assigns an incremental frame number and creates floor data frame which is ready for processing.

![Graphical user interface of Floor Control and Visualization Engine](https://www.intechopen.com)
FCAVE software has two operating modes namely ‘live mode’ and ‘playback mode’. As the name implies, real time data collection and processing is done in the ‘live mode’ whereas offline data processing from a recorded pressure data file is usually done in the ‘playback mode’. Furthermore playback can be done in synchronous and asynchronous ways. Synchronous playback streams the recorded pressure data synchronous with the motion capture playback stream. Asynchronous playback streams the recorded pressure data at the desired frame rate without any synchronization with motion capture system. FCAVE also offers various other controls like multicast pressure data to users on network, grayscale display of pressure information, set noise filter value, perform mean shift tracking of pressure clusters, frame counter reset, record to file etc. FCAVE software development paved way for enhanced user-friendliness (with a lot of features as shown in Fig. 4), efficient data compression and mean shift tracking of active, disjoint pressure clusters in real time.

4. Hardware and Software Developments

This section mainly talks about hardware improvements done on AME Floor-II (Srinivasan, P., 2006) and new software developments to result in AME Floor-III. AME Floor II (Srinivasan, P., 2006) operated at frequency of 33 Hz and also suffered from significant latency of 200 milliseconds. Latency experiments are done to measure and quantify the latency along the data path and further optimizing them for latency reduction. Hardware optimizations in AME Floor-III eventually lead to increased frame rate (33 Hz to 43 Hz), reduced mean latency (200 ms to 25 ms) and improved real time performance over its precursor AME Floor-II (Srinivasan, P., 2006). New software developments like data compression and mean shift tracking have imparted context aware capabilities to the system. This section elaborates on the hardware optimization techniques used to reduce latency and increase frame rate and new software developments namely data compression and mean shift.

4.1 Optimization of System Latency

Small latency is critical for real time sensing systems used in human-computer interaction applications. Latency is defined as the time lag between the time instant of the true event and the time instant the pressure data pertaining to the true event arrives at the end users on a multicast network. The overall system latency is the sum of two components namely intrinsic latency and extrinsic latency. Intrinsic latency is defined as the latency induced by the sensor scanning process. Each sensing unit has a pressure mat with 2016 sensors and an associated mat based controller for pressure data collection and signal conditioning. All sensors are scanned sequentially from sensor 1 to sensor 2016 to read the pressure values. There is an inherent delay for the scanning process to complete and pressure packet to be produced. This delay is called as the intrinsic latency which is present due to lag in various hardware components on the mat based controller. The microcontroller generates the sensor scan signals and the scan routine incorporates all the hardware component delays. Thus the total execution time of the microcontroller scan routine $T_{\text{scan}}$ determines the frame rate $F \left( F = \frac{1}{T_{\text{scan}}} \right)$ of the system. After a complete mat scan of 2016 sensors, the pressure data packet for that mat is produced. Extrinsic latency is defined as the time taken for such a pressure data packet to reach the end users on the multicast network and it accounts for the network
transmission delay and FCAVE software delay. Due to sequential scanning process, the intrinsic latency is direct function of the active sensor location given by a sensor address (An active sensor would be one that has pressure applied on it and sensors are addressed sequentially from 1 to 2016). A mathematical relationship is first established which gives an expected range of the intrinsic latency values based on the system scan rate and active sensor location. From this theoretical model, it becomes apparent on what latency distribution to expect when pressure is applied on a particular sensor location and later latency experiments are done to verify the same. The following section presents the mathematical relationship between intrinsic latency, frame rate and active sensor location.

4.1.1 Theoretical approach – relationship of intrinsic latency, active sensor location and frame rate

Let’s assume that the system is running at a frame rate $F$ and the time taken for one complete scan cycle of $N$ sensors ($N = 2016$ in our case) is $T_{scan}$. Pressure sensors applied with active load are defined as active sensors. Let $L$ be the address of such an active sensor. The intrinsic latency related to this sensor at $L$ needs to be determined. Let $U$ be the address of the sensor currently being scanned at the time instant when the pressure application occurs on sensor $L$. Let $X_L$ and $X_U$ be time elapsed since the start of the scan until the sensor $L$ and sensor $U$ are reached respectively by the scan routine, i.e.

$$X_L = \frac{1}{N} \times L \times T_{scan}$$

$$X_U = \frac{1}{N} \times U \times T_{scan}$$

According to the relationship between $X_L$ and $X_U$, there are two different cases to be considered which are pictorially represented in Fig 5.

Case 1: $X_U \leq X_L$, pressure applied on sensel $L$ is registered in the current scan cycle.
Case 2: $X_U > X_L$, pressure applied on sensel $L$ is registered in the next scan cycle.

Hence, given $L$, the intrinsic latency $\tau$ caused by system scan is a function of $X_U$. 

![Fig. 5. Sequential mat scan process and depiction of Case 1 and Case 2](image-url)
\[
\tau(X_U) = \begin{cases} 
T_{\text{scan}} - X_U, & \text{when } 0 \leq X_U \leq X_L \\
2T_{\text{scan}} - X_U, & \text{when } X_L < X_U < T_{\text{scan}}
\end{cases}
\] (3)

Since \(X_U\) assumes a uniform distribution in \([0, T_{\text{scan}}]\) it can be easily shown that \(\tau\) is uniformly distributed in the range given below:

\[
T_{\text{scan}} - X_L < \tau \leq 2T_{\text{scan}} - X_L
\] (4)

Therefore, the mean intrinsic latency for the sensel at \(L\) is given by

\[
\tau_m = 1.5T_{\text{scan}} - X_L
\] (5)

Thus the mean intrinsic latency is a direct function of \(T_{\text{scan}}\) and active sensor location \(X_L\). Furthermore, since \(L\) can also be treated as a uniform random variable between 1 and \(N\), the mean average intrinsic latency of all sensels on a mat is given by

\[
E\{\tau_m\} = 1.5T_{\text{scan}} - E\{X_L\} = T_{\text{scan}}
\] (6)

Equation 6 clearly reveals that the intrinsic latency depends on the frame rate \(F(1/T_{\text{scan}})\) and active sensor location \(X_L\). As expected, the intrinsic latency decreases as the frame rate is increased. Equation 6 implies that as the active sensor location becomes closer and closer relative to the end of mat, the intrinsic latency decreases linearly. This can be justified by the sequential nature of the scanning process. Latency experiments have been conducted (explained in the following section) to verify the above statement and check the validity of Equation 6.

### 4.1.2 Experimental approach for measurements of system latency

The experimental set up shown in Fig 6 is used to measure both intrinsic and extrinsic latency and thereby overall system latency.

![Experimental set up to measure the latency of each and every component along the data path.](www.intechopen.com)
In order to measure the latency, a time reference is required which gives the time instant of the true event (e.g. pressure strike). The time of arrival of the actual data packet pertaining to the true event is then recorded and the displacement in time between the time reference and arrival time gives the measure of latency. A single physical test sensor (shown under zoom lens in Fig 6), National Instruments data acquisition hardware (NI-DAQ 6020E) and Labview application are used to get the time reference of the true event. The test sensor is placed directly above the sensor on the mat on which the pressure is going to be applied (active sensor). The Labview application is programmed to read the incoming data from two input ports namely reference data port and actual data port. The test sensor output feeds to the NI-DAQ hardware and in turn to the reference data port of the Labview software application to create the reference data path. The components in the reference data path are chosen to be relatively fast and responsive to give a solid reference for accurate latency measurements. Actual data path is the normal data flow through the switches and floor control software given by the system architecture. Actual data port of the Labview software is connected to fetch the data anywhere along the actual data path as shown in Fig 6. Pressure applied by a swift strike on the test sensor is the event used in the experiment. Sensor beneath the test sensor suffers the event at the same instant of time as that of the test sensor and hence the test sensor can be used a reference. When an event occurs, two different channels (reference data path and actual data path) carry information about the same event to the Labview software application. Labview software reads the data from the test sensor arriving at the reference data port and records the arrival time. Under the assumption that the transmission delays along the reference data path are at negligible levels, the reference time stamp gives the time instant of the true event. Also the active sensor on the pressure mat transmits the event through the actual data path to the actual data port of the Labview application. Labview records the arrival time of the actual data packet as well. The time displacement between the actual data arrival time and reference data arrival time is computed by the Labview application as a true value of latency.

Different read out points namely \( T_1, T_2, T_3, T_4 \) are taken to measure and quantify the latency at each and every point along the data path. Intrinsic latency is obtained from \( T_4 \) and \( T_{\text{REF}} \) values. Extrinsic latency is mainly caused by the various components in the data path like the two network switches and host computer running the floor control software. \( T_1, T_2 \) and \( T_3 \) measurements are used to quantify the latency added by switch 1, switch 2 and floor control software respectively using the formulas given below.

\[
T_{\text{INL}} = T_4 - T_{\text{REF}} \quad (7)
\]

\[
\text{LATENCY}_{SW1} = T_1 - T_{\text{INL}} - T_{\text{REF}} \quad (8)
\]

\[
\text{LATENCY}_{SW2} = T_2 - T_1 \quad (9)
\]

\[
\text{LATENCY}_{FCAVE} = T_3 - T_2 \quad (10)
\]

Extrinsic latency measurements done on AME Floor-II (Srinivasan, P., 2006) revealed a major contribution of 167 milliseconds (LATENCY\(_{FCAVE}\)) from floor control software and negligible additions by the network switches (LATENCY\(_{SW1}\) & LATENCY\(_{SW2}\)).
The floor computer was then upgraded to a dual processor, dual core and multithreading techniques were used to improve the real-time performance of floor control software and reduce extrinsic latency to negligible levels in AME Floor-III.

Having reduced the extrinsic latency to negligible levels, focus is shifted to intrinsic latency reduction. This experimental setup is further used to get empirical measurements of intrinsic latency $T_{INL}$ and validate the mathematical model derived in section 4.1.1. Pressure is applied on a set of fixed sensor locations on the mat and the mean system latency is computed for over 100 trials for the floor system running at 40 Hz. Equation 6 gives the theoretical estimate of the mean latency given the active sensor location and frame rate. Fig 7 shows the correlation between the mean latency values computed from theoretical and practical data sets when the system is running at 40 Hz. The offset between theoretical and practical values is mainly due to the DAQ polling frequency by Labview application. It is found that Labview application polls the data acquisition card (NI-DAQ 6020E) at 5 millisecond intervals (DAQ polling error) on an average. Hence the time reference $T_{REF}$ is delayed from the true value by a time period $t$, where $t$ is a random variable ($0 \leq t \leq DAQ$ polling error). This explains why the practical value of latency is less than the theoretical value by an offset ‘$t$‘. In other words the offset or mean error between the theoretical and practical data sets should always be less than or equal to the DAQ polling error which is proved by means of Table 2.

![Fig. 7. Plot of mean latency (ms) vs. active sensor location for theoretical and practical data.](www.intechopen.com)
Table 2. Mean error between theoretical and practical data sets for different sensor locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Sensor Location (0-2015)</th>
<th>Theoretical Mean</th>
<th>Practical Mean ( &gt; 75 Trials)</th>
<th>Mean Error</th>
<th>DAQ Polling error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>31.36</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>815</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>905</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>14.88</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equation 6 states that we can minimize intrinsic latency by minimizing $T_{\text{scan}}$ or equivalently maximizing the frame rate ($F = 1/T_{\text{scan}}$). Hence efforts were invested to increase the frame rate and reduce intrinsic latency which is described in section 4.2.

4.2 Maximization of Frame Rate

Frame rate of floor system is determined by the speed of hardware components on the hardware control board. Every hardware component has certain delay or lag associated with it. The microcontroller scan routine incorporates all the hardware component delays and accordingly generates the control signals. The sum of all hardware component delays gives minimum $T_{\text{scan}}$ required whose reciprocal gives the maximum achievable frame rate. Fig 8 shows the block diagram of floor hardware (Srinivasan, P., 2006) annotated with delay values for each hardware component explaining how we had achieved a maximum frame rate of 43 Hz in AME Floor-III from an old value of 33 Hz in AME Floor-II prototype (Srinivasan, P., 2006). It is important to note that suffix (II) on Fig 8 refers to AME Floor-II whereas suffix (III) refers to AME Floor-III system. The block diagram quantifies the time savings obtained on each hardware component in the current system relative to AME Floor-II. These time savings and hence increase in frame rate are obtained by doing a more refined timing analysis on each hardware component to determine their operational delay and accordingly generating the timing and control signals from the microcontroller. Section 4.2.1 enumerates the technique used to increase the frame rate from 33 Hz to 43 Hz.
4.2.1 Frame rate increase technique

It is apparent from Fig 8 that the time savings obtained in the A/D converter, multiplexer and rabbit controller lead to an overall increase in frame rate from 33 Hz to 43 Hz. The operational delay of the A/D converter and rabbit controllers are determined by trial and error procedure. Repeated iterations are done with different delay values (for A/D and rabbit) in the microcontroller routine and the least delay for correct operation is then determined. Major time saving is obtained in the multiplexers by non-uniform multiplexing technique. It is important to note that the time taken for each sensor to be scanned and pressure value to be read is not uniform for all 2016 sensors on the pressure sensing mat. The reason behind the above statement can be explained with the aid of Fig 9. The floor control hardware includes three 16 x 1 row multiplexers and three 16 x 1 column multiplexers. Each input line of the multiplexer is wired to single sensor output. The microcontroller generates the multiplexer enable signal to enable a particular row and column multiplexer. Soon afterwards, the multiplexer select signals are also sent out by the microcontroller to read a particular input line. Additional instructions are required in the microcontroller scan routine when there is a switch from one multiplexer to another. The sensors wired to the first input line of multiplexer accounts for such a switch thereby taking more time to complete. For example, sensor 17 on the mat requires a switch from row mux-1 to row mux-2 which is achieved by additional instructions and hence longer completion time. Sensor 1345 takes even longer time to complete because it requires two switches namely column mux-2 to column mux-3 and row mux-3 to row mux-1.
Fig. 9. The arrangement of multiplexers for a pressure sensing mat and sensors that require longer scanning time due to multiplexer switching.

AME Floor-II (Srinivasan, P., 2006) resorted to a uniform multiplexing technique whereby the time taken to scan each sensor was made uniform throughout the pressure sensing mat. The worst case or longest sensor scanning delay was determined and all sensors were scanned uniformly with that delay value. This was achieved by incorporating additional delays even for sensors that could have finished scanning in lesser time. In AME Floor-III all these extra delays were removed and the multiplexing is made non-uniform. Currently, each sensor is scanned at the fastest rate possible which eventually leads to significant savings in multiplexer to finish operation and thereby increase in frame rate.

4.3 Data Compression

Each pressure mat has 2016 sensors and each sensor in turn sends one byte of pressure data at 43 Hz. Thus each mat data packet size adds to 2017 bytes which includes 2016 bytes of pressure data and one byte of frame number. The data volume from the entire floor comprising of 96 mats running at 43 Hz is a whopping 8.4 MB/sec. Usually, except a small area where the subject is in contact with the pressure sensing floor, most of the sensors do not have any load acting on them. Consequently a large proportion of the sensor data are null values of pressure or noise serving no interest to applications. Also there has been slight random noise observed in few sensors because of the nature of the sensing material which reports small values of pressure. Hence a simple but elegant compression algorithm is implemented by the floor control software to filter out all pressure values below the chosen noise threshold and pack only “active” sensor values and their addresses (location on floor system matrix) to be sent out to the end users on the network. Compression ratio as high as...
0.9 is observed under normal case with five subjects which proves significant data volume reduction on the network.

It is known that compressed data packet comprise of only active sensor values and their address whereas the uncompressed data packet comprise of all sensor values (arranged in a sequence) and no address information since its address is implied by its location in the data packet. Thus the compression algorithm adds an additional overhead of sensor address which works well for low user activity with less active sensors. However as the user activity on the floor increase or when large numbers of sensors are active, the packet size also grows and a point is reached when compressed data volume exceeds uncompressed data volume. It is determined that this breakeven point is generally high and beyond bounds for normal usage. Hence the algorithm works well for most of the situations.

### 4.4 Mean Shift Tracking of Pressure Clusters

Context awareness is the vital part of any smart environment. Perceiving context means sensing the state of the environment and users and it can be done with regard to a person or an activity. This may involve a variety of tasks such as person recognition, person location tracking, activity detection, activity recognition, activity learning etc. The primary step to accomplish the above tasks is to develop an efficient tracking procedure that shall ascertain the person location on the floor and also shift in the pressure gradient. The latter may lead to the study of various pressure patterns tied to each and every user activity. A mean shift algorithm is used to achieve the above mentioned goal. Mean shift is a simple iterative procedure that shifts each pressure data point to the average of the pressure data points in the neighbourhood.

#### 4.4.1 Mean shift: an introduction

Mean shift is the process of repetitively shifting the centre \( t \) to the sample mean. The sample mean of samples \( S \) under a kernel \( K(x) \) centred at \( t \), with sample weights \( w(s) \), can be found using this equation:

\[
m(t) \equiv \frac{\sum_{s \in S} K(s - t)w(s) s}{\sum_{s \in S} K(s - t)w(s)}
\]

(11)

where \( m(t) \) is the new sample mean (Cheng., 1995). It’s proven (Comaniciu et al., 2000) that if the kernel \( K(x) \) has a convex and monotonically decreasing profile \( k(||x||^2) \), then the centre \( t \) will converge onto a single point. The kernel used in our tracking algorithm is the truncated Gaussian kernel which is the combination of the flat kernel and Gaussian kernel. The truncated Gaussian kernel is given by

\[
(F \lambda G \beta)(x) = \begin{cases} 
  e^{-\beta ||x||^2} & \text{if } ||x|| \leq \lambda \\
  0 & \text{if } ||x|| > \lambda 
\end{cases}
\]

(12)

where \( \lambda \) is the radius of the Gaussian kernel and \( \beta \) is the Gaussian kernel coefficient.
4.4.2 Clustering and tracking algorithm

The algorithm is iterated for every frame of pressure data. Each and every frame of pressure data contains information about the location of pressure and value of pressure at that location. The pressure values constitute the weights and pressure location constitutes the data points that need to be iterated using the mean shift algorithm. The full algorithm for finding and tracking the pressure clusters is given below.

1) For the first frame of pressure data or new cluster formation, cluster centres and the data points are one and the same i.e. the centre set \( T \) is the same as the data set \( S \), and both evolve with each iteration using the mean shift formula in equation 11 and truncated Gaussian in equation 12. Data points are clustered through the blurring process (Cheng, 1995) using the observed pressure data as the weight used in eqn. 11. Once the process has converged, the data set will be tightly packed into clusters, with all of the data points located closely to the centre of that cluster. (The process is said to have converged either after the maximum number of iterations defined by the algorithm or earlier when the mean shift of centres becomes less than the convergence threshold) After convergence, each cluster has a ‘centre’ and ‘label’ associated with it. All data points not associated with any cluster centre are classified as orphan pressure points.

2) For every subsequent pressure data frame, centres from the previous frame are updated through the mean shift algorithm (eqn. 11) using current observed pressure values as weights and checked for convergence. In practice, entirely new data points resulting in new cluster centres (new labels) can occur which is computed in step (3).

3) Calculate the number of orphan pressure points. If the number of orphan pressure points exceeds a chosen threshold then repeat step (1) to find new cluster centres. Orphan pressure points fewer than the chosen threshold are discarded.

4) Perform mean shift using the new set of cluster centres (repeat steps 2 & 3).

Fig. 10. Snapshot showing clustering and tracking by mean shift on left foot and right foot. Two pressure clusters are formed for each foot (one for heel and one for toe) and cluster centres are depicted by red dots.

5. System Integration for Multimodal Sensing

This section presents the system integration of AME Floor-III and motion capture system to create a multimodal environment for holistic movement sensing. Multimodal systems have always proved to be robust and effective than unimodal systems because it provides wide varieties of information for better realization of the subject movement in capture space. In a
multimodal system, users have the flexibility to interact with the environment through multiple communication channels e.g. gesture, voice and pressure distribution paving way for increased expressive power and user friendliness. Multimodal systems provide high redundancy of content information and hence high reliability. Also the weakness of one modality is offset by the strength of the other. In this manner, multiple sensing modalities possessing symbiotic relationships are found to be very effective for human computer interaction. Hence after the completion of pressure sensing floor, efforts have been put in to integrate it with the motion capture system to create a smart multimodal environment.

A common capture volume (12’ by 15’) is first created within the sensing capabilities of the floor and motion capture system. The motion capture cameras are arranged around a capture volume and the floor forms a part of the capture volume as shown in Fig. 11. The location of the floor with respect to the coverage area of the cameras is important when pressure data about some movement needs to be interpreted with the marker. The pressure floor and motion capture system are integrated with respect to time and spatial domains. A subject moving in the capture space is sensed by both systems and they give information about the location and activity of the subject. Motion capture data contains the 3D location coordinates of the markers in physical space whereas the pressure data contains the pressure values and 2D location. Both sensing systems have independent coordinate set and hence spatial alignment by means of coordinate transformation becomes essential to ascertain the location of the subject in common capture space. Also any activity done by the subject is being detected by both systems simultaneously and hence both sensing modalities must operate synchronously. Thus time synchronization and spatial alignment are critical for two data sets to be highly correlated for holistic inference.

5.1 Temporal Alignment
Temporal alignment is defined as the process of synchronization of both sensing modalities so that both systems record an event in the common capture volume at the same time instant. Perfect temporal alignment leads to a holistic inference on the time of occurrence of the event. Temporal Alignment of the floor and motion capture system is achieved by
means of a common sync clock. This sync clock is generated by the master camera of the motion capture system and is used to trigger the scan of the floor. This sync clock is used by the motion capture system to control the camera shutters. The clock signal feeds as an external signal to the micro-controller (in the local mast based controller) to initiate floor sensor scan. In this way, the scan of the floor and the camera image capture are synchronized in time domain if both are operating at the same frame rate or frame rate multiples of one another. The maximum achievable frame rate of the motion capture system and AME Floor-III are not equal. The motion capture system is capable of running at higher frequencies than the floor. Running the motion capture system at the same frequency of the floor results in a situation where the full sensitivity of the motion capture system is not utilized. Thus for temporal alignment, motion capture system is always set to run at multiples of the floor frequency. The common sync clock runs at the frequency of the motion capture system and that clock is down sampled by a factor to generate the scan frequency (or frame rate) of the floor. Currently the motion capture system is set to run at 120 Hz and the floor at 40 Hz. The frequency set for the floor system should be less than the maximum achievable floor frame rate i.e. 43 Hz. This arrangement generates 3 motion capture data frames for every single pressure date frame. So the motion capture data frames are downsampled (redundant frames are ignored) to create an equal number of floor and motion capture data frames for comparison purposes. All data frames are referenced by means of frame numbers to track the same event detected by both systems. The time of occurrence of the event (relative to the start of data capture) can be computed from the frame number of the data pertaining to the event and frame rate of the sensing modality.

A frame alignment experiment is conducted to verify the temporal alignment of the AME Floor-III and motion capture system. The motion capture system is set to run at 120 Hz and AME Floor-III at 40 Hz. A predefined start up procedure is resorted to ensure the start of both sensing modalities at the same time instant. A mallet with a single marker on its head is banged on a single pressure sensor of the floor from a fixed height. The motion capture system tracks the movement of the marker on the mallet whereas the pressure sensing system monitors the pressure value on the single pressure sensor. The vertical coordinate (Y-coordinate) of the marker given by the motion capture system and pressure value on that sensor given by the pressure sensing floor are monitored over time. Ideally the pressure value on that sensor should peak when the marker coordinate is at the lowest position (ground level). In other words, the pressure peak should occur at the same time instant when the vertical height of the marker is at its lowest value. Since the motion capture system is running at three times the frequency of AME Floor-III, motion capture frames are downsampled to create an equal number of floor frames for comparison and check of frame alignment between the two data sets. Fig 12 gives the time-sampled plot of the pressure sensor values (green dots) and marker vertical height (pink dots) from data captured during the experiment. It can be seen that the ‘first’ pressure peak detected by the pressure floor and the ‘first’ lowest marker height detected by the motion capture system occurs at frame number 46 (after down-sampling of motion capture data frames). It is clear that the results obtained agree with our expectation thereby demonstrating a perfect temporal alignment between the floor and motion capture system.
5.2 Spatial Alignment

Spatial alignment (in this context) is defined as the process of determining the transformation parameters for conversion of a spatial coordinate in one coordinate system to an equivalent coordinate in another coordinate system for a holistic inference on the location of the subject. The floor coordinate system is a two dimensional system in sensor units whereas the motion capture coordinate system is a three dimensional system in mm units. Hence it is essential to implement coordinate transformation between the floor and motion capture system so that we can view the events in one coordinate space for ease of inference and visualization.

A spatial calibration procedure is in order to align the floor and motion capture system in physical space. Firstly the motion capture system is calibrated and stabilized. Three reflective markers are placed on the floor as shown in Figure 13. Origin marker is placed on the first sensor of mat 19, x-axis marker on the first sensor of mat 23 and z-axis marker on the first sensor of mat 75. Three points inside the floor are chosen so that they are well within the coverage areas of the cameras. The positional coordinates of these three markers are then gathered which in turn denotes the position of the floor in the motion capture coordinate space. Using this information, three co-ordinate transformation parameters namely rotation, translation and scaling are computed. These parameters constitute the coordinate transformation matrix which is then applied to each and every floor coordinate to get the respective coordinate in the motion capture system. The converse also can be computed to view the data in the floor coordinate space alone. Spatial alignment computations are done by floor control software in real time. The theory and math behind the calculation of scaling, translation and rotation parameters is explained in the following sections.
Let the positional coordinates of the origin, x-axis and z-axis markers obtained from the motion capture system be represented as \((x_1, 0, z_1)\), \((x_2, 0, z_2)\), \((x_3, 0, z_3)\) respectively. The y-coordinate is always at zero because the floor is parallel with the X-Z plane and intercepts at the zero point on the y-axis of the motion capture coordinate space. Using the above positional information the scaling, rotation and translation parameters are computed as follows.

### 5.2.1 Scaling

Scaling parameter in X-direction \((S_X)\) is computed from the positional coordinates of origin and x-axis markers. Scaling factor \((S_X)\) is obtained when the distance between origin point and x-axis point is divided by the number of sensors in between the two points. It is expressed in mm/sensel.

\[
S_X = \frac{\sqrt{(x_2 - x_1)^2 + (z_2 - z_1)^2}}{48 \times 4} \quad (13)
\]

Scaling parameter in Z-direction \((S_Z)\) can be derived similarly.
\[ S_Z = \sqrt{(x_3 - x_1)^2 + (z_3 - z_1)^2} \]  
\[ 42 \times 7 \]  
(14) 

It is worth mentioning here that ideally \( S_X = S_Z \) since the sensors are uniformly distributed over the entire area.

**5.2.2 Rotation**

The angle of rotation from the floor coordinate system to the motion capture coordinate system is computed as follows. Vector \( OX \) is computed from the positional coordinates of origin and x-axis markers.

\[ OX = (x_2 - x_1, z_2 - z_1) \]  
(15) 

The rotation angle \( \theta \) is given by \( \text{atan2} \left( z_2 - z_1, x_2 - x_1 \right) \), which is the counter-clockwise angle in radians between the x-axis of motion capture coordinate system and the vector \( OX \) (x-axis) of the floor coordinate system.

**5.2.3 Translation**

Since the origin marker is placed two mats from the top and two mats from the left of the actual floor boundary, the translation \( T_{SX} = -96 \) (since 2 mats x 48 columns/mat = 96 columns) and \( T_{SZ} = -84 \) (since 2 mats x 42 rows/mat = 84 rows). Thus the translation in ‘mm’ units is obtained by multiplying with their respective scaling factors.

\[ T_{MX} = -96 \times S_X \quad T_{MZ} = -84 \times S_Z \]  
(16) 

The actual translation parameters \((T_X, T_Z)\) are then calculated by rotating the above parameters by an angle \( \theta \) and adding to the origin vector.

\[ (T_X, T_Z) = (x_1, z_1) + (T_{MX}, T_{MZ}) \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & \sin \theta \\ -\sin \theta & \cos \theta \end{bmatrix} \]  
(17) 

**5.2.4 Coordinate transformation equations**

The coordinate transformation parameters namely scaling \((S_X, S_Z)\), rotation \( \theta \) and translation \((T_X, T_Z)\) are computed from the above equations. Now given the actual floor coordinate \((X_F, Z_F)\) of a point and the coordinate transformation parameters, \((X_M, Z_M)\) the coordinate of the point in the motion capture coordinate space is given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_M \\
Z_M \\
1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
S_X \cos \theta & -S_Y \sin \theta & T_X \\
S_X \sin \theta & S_Y \cos \theta & T_Z \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
X_F \\
Z_F \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
(18)
After the implementation of spatial alignment, experimental data are collected and shown in Table 3. Pressure is applied on the sensors in the neighbourhood of the origin of the motion capture system including the sensor situated at the origin. Sensor 0 of mat 36 corresponds to the origin of the motion capture coordinate system. Transformed coordinates of this sensor gives a value (1.94395, 0, -3.53732) which reveals a good accuracy of spatial alignment. Each sensor has a total area of 10 mm x 10 mm thereby explaining the reason for this offset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRAME #</th>
<th>X_F</th>
<th>Z_F</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
<th>MAT #</th>
<th>SENSOR INDEX</th>
<th>X_M</th>
<th>Y_M</th>
<th>Z_M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38939</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.01874</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-13.6887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38939</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.94395</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3.53732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38939</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.86916</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.61411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Tabulation of collected pressure data in an around the origin of the motion capture coordinate space. Transformed floor coordinates in the motion capture coordinate space are also shown in last three columns.

6. Applications in Multimodal Movement Sensing and Analysis

6.1 Balance Analysis

Falling is one of the major health concerns for elderly people and incidence of falls is high for persons aged over 75. Hence an efficient fall detection system is necessary to detect potential situations of fall and signal the user of an impending fall or alert for assistance after the person is immobilized by fall. The state of body balance is the feature of interest in fall detection systems. The state of body balance is characterized by centre of gravity (COG) and centre of pressure (COP). COG is computed from the motion capture data by assigning weight to each marker and computing the weighted mean. If the weight of each marker represents the weight of the body mass around that marker, the weighted mean is a good approximation of the centre of gravity. Similarly the COP is the weighted mean of all the pressure data points. The subject’s overall state of balance is determined by the relative positions of the COG and COP. If the COG is directly above the COP, the subject is in a state of balance. As COP and COG moves away from each other, the subject slowly transitions into a state of off-balance. Thus it is obvious that time synchronization and spatial alignment of both sensing systems are critical for such an exercise. Since feelings of balance are visceral in human beings, such a quantitative approach paves way to tie the behavior of the system to a sensation/feeling that is very internal and apparent to the user and thereby complementing human computer interaction.
6.2 Gesture Recognition
This multimodal sensing system has also been used to drive a gesture recognition system that uses both kinematics and pressure distribution to recognize gestures. Such a gesture recognition system can distinguish gestures that have similar body shapes but different weight distributions as shown in Figure 14. These two gestures are recognized as one and the same by marker based motion capture system due to similar body shape. Hence pressure sensing becomes vital to distinguish between such gestures. The ability of the gesture recognition system to read and analyze both body kinematics and pressure distributions encourages users to communicate with computers in expressive ways.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
We have successfully designed, developed and deployed a pressure sensing floor system with a higher frame rate, less latency, high sensor resolution, large sensing area that can provide us with real time data about the location and amount of pressure exerted on the floor. The floor has been integrated and synchronized with the marker based motion capture system to create a smart environment for movement based human computer interaction. Future direction shall be towards extending the context aware capabilities of the floor system. An algorithm that can clearly distinguish between the left foot and the right foot shall find extensive usage of the floor to numerous applications. Shape descriptors such as Fourier and Hu moments to distinguish left foot and right foot on the basis of shape come in handy for such an analysis. Such intelligence to the floor to recognize and distinguish the left and right foot shall pave way for recognizing gestures with varying foot contact. The above work may be further extended to make a distinction of the heel and toe of a particular foot as well. This shall find extensive use in diagnosis of various gait pathologies as most disorders are reflected by abnormal pressure patterns localized to either the toe or heel. AME Floor-III as it stands now is not portable. Further work is also being done in the design of the interfacing hardware to make a portable system. The creation of a wireless pressure sensing system is a possible alternative towards a portable system. Integration of other sensing modalities such as audio-based sensing (microphone arrays), a wireless EMG system into the existing multimodal framework to create a very powerful tool for movement based human computer interaction is another major challenge in the future. The establishment of statistical models and machine learning techniques to model the
underlying relationships of human movement information sensed by the system are also being investigated.
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